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ABSTRACT
   The renowned artist Shen Zhou (1427–1509) began to explore the theme of falling
blossoms as a subject for poetry, painting, and calligraphy in his very late years.

The

theme stands out both for the number of times Shen Zhou worked on it and for the quality
of the poems, calligraphies, and paintings that he produced. He began with ten poems in
1503, prompted by an illness that kept him from enjoying the seasonal blossoming of
spring fruit trees in the Suzhou area. His intention was to record his meditations on the
passage of time and human mortality, but the act of writing these verses quickly shed its
private, meditative cloak and became something fundamentally different as Shen Zhou
shared them with a number of prominent cultural figures in the Jiangnan region (SuzhouNanjing area), including his students.

The poems became objects of celebration —

admired products from a revered, sage-like elder in the cultured city of Suzhou — and they
consequently prompted the rhyming poems of others on the theme. These, in turn, were
rhymed again by Shen Zhou. In the end, from the period of 1504–1508, Shen Zhou produced some fifty poems on the theme of falling flowers, as well as numerous calligraphic
transcriptions and paintings. Recognizing that his own end could not be far off, and playing off of the falling blossoms theme’s focus on the passage of time and loss of youth, in a
highly conscious manner, Shen Zhou made falling blossoms his swansong.
   The many manifestations of the falling blossoms theme raise a number of issues,
from the practical matter of authenticity to more intriguing questions of the role of style in
Shen Zhou’s promotion of his late-life artistic persona and the circulation of artistic identity in early sixteenth-century Suzhou.

This article introduces the primary materials of

the Falling Blossoms project, including important comments made by Shen Zhou and
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others that address problems related to the artistic process. The focus is on Shen Zhou’s
practice of calligraphy. A synthesized approach is presented, in which the usual coordinates of connoisseurship — quality, style, and habit — are balanced by considerations of
intention and social practice, and the visual properties of calligraphy are recognized as
part of a broader discourse on culture-formation.
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   The renowned artist Shen Zhou 沈周 (1427–1509) began exploring the theme of
falling blossoms as a subject for poetry and painting in his late years. The theme
stands out both for the attention Shen Zhou devoted to it and for the quality of the
poems and paintings that he produced. He began with ten poems prompted by an illness that kept him from enjoying the seasonal blossoming of spring fruit trees in the
Suzhou area. Shen Zhou’s intention was to record his meditations on the passage of
time, the ephemeral nature of beauty and human mortality, and the poems succeed as
touching, genuine reflections on these most universal of topics. However, the act of
writing verses on the theme of falling blossoms fundamentally changed when Shen
Zhou shared his poems with a number of prominent cultural figures in the Jiangnan
region (Suzhou-Nanjing area). The poems shed their personal cloak and became
objects of celebration: admired products from Shen Zhou, who was considered the
revered, sage-like elder of the cultured city of Suzhou. The private immediately
became public, as those with whom the poems were shared wrote their own falling
blossoms poems, following the time-honored social practice of engaging in poetic dialogue by responding to the original rhymes. These, in turn, were rhymed again by
Shen Zhou, who felt compelled to respond to the responders. In the end, Shen Zhou
produced some fifty poems on the theme of falling blossoms,1 but the five-fold increase
of poems hardly tells the whole story. Evidence suggests that from about 1503 to
1507 or later, a period that corresponds with the last phase of his life, Shen Zhou made
and circulated a number of transcriptions of his Falling Blossoms poems, oftentimes
accompanying them with paintings. Recognizing that his own end could not be far off,
and playing off of the theme’s focus on the passage of time and loss of youth, in a
highly conscious manner Shen Zhou made falling blossoms his swansong. On the
basis of comments made by Shen Zhou himself and later traditional Chinese commentators, one can easily argue that his Falling Blossoms represents Shen Zhou’s single
1. Shen Zhou’s fifty Falling Blossoms poems are found in his collected works, Shitian Shixuan
(Selection of Poetry by Shen Zhou) Sikuquanshu, Wenyuange edition/electronic version (Hong
Kong: Digital Heritage Publishing Ltd. 2002), 9, pp.16b–26a.
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most important body of artistic work.
   The goal of this article is to examine the role of Shen Zhou’s calligraphy in the
Falling Blossoms project. Calligraphy, of course, is the necessary third component in
this quintessential presentation of the sanjue 三絕, or “three perfections,” and the primary vehicle for presenting the poems, but this is not to assume that it shoulders
equal weight with poetry and painting. Although few today think of Shen Zhou as a
poet, it is likely that he considered poetry — the genesis of Falling Blossoms — to be
the most important of the expressive arts. 2 And while Shen Zhou was rightly praised
for his abilities as a calligrapher and developed a distinctive style of writing, his reputation as a master of the graphic arts always relied more on his painting, which displays
a higher degree of creative latitude and sensitivity. If, as I contend, poetry and painting are the twin engines that provide Falling Blossoms with its generative power, why
then focus on Shen Zhou’s calligraphy? The answer becomes apparent when we step
back and look at Falling Blossoms as the sum of its various parts. The project may
have been initiated by the incidental (Shen Zhou’s illness), but it quickly transformed
into an involved, multi-faceted program, the end result of which was the presentation
of Shen Zhou as both person and paradigm, which is a matter of considerable consequence. Shen Zhou’s calligraphy plays an important role in helping to define that
image, and determining the manner in which this occurs is of obvious interest.
Equally important, the calligraphy of the Falling Blossoms project, amounting to the
same poems written a number of times over a period of years, provides a rare opportunity to evaluate patterns of change and consistency under tightly circumscribed conditions and consider what these might say about the construction of persona. Shen
Zhou’s own comments suggest complex impulses at work in his production of Falling
Blossoms. Are these reflected in his calligraphy? Or to phrase the question more
productively: How does Shen Zhou’s calligraphy coordinate with what we can learn
regarding the development of this project?
   When confronted with a number of examples of a text written by a figure as
famous as Shen Zhou, the immediate and prudent reaction is to assume questions of
authenticity.3 The fame of the Falling Blossoms poems in particular, coupled with

2. See Jonathan Chaves research and comments on Shen Zhou as a poet in his “The Chinese
Painter as Poet,” in Alfreda Murck and Wen C. Fong eds., Words and Images: Chinese Poetry, Calligraphy, and Painting (New York: The Metropolitan Museum of Art and Princeton University
Press, 1991), pp. 431–458, esp. pp. 450–455. See also Rongchun Ruan, Shen Zhou (Changchun:
Jilin Meishu Chubanshe, 1996), pp. 175–188.
3. For a recent work on the issue of authenticating Shen Zhou’s calligraphy, see Joan StanleyBaker, “Identifying Shen Zhou (1427–1509) Methodological Problems in Authentication: A Work
in Progress,” Oriental Art, 55.3 (2006), pp. 48–60.
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their early publication, made them an attractive target for forgers already familiar with
Shen Zhou’s distinctive style of writing. There is no question that the problems posed
by forgery must be taken seriously here. However, recognition of the fact that Shen
Zhou repeatedly wrote out the poems over the last years of his life complicates the
problem of connoisseurship: quality and stylistic variation must be carefully considered in personal and social contexts of expression and function. This essay will not
foreground the kind of detailed, stroke-by-stroke, formal analysis that is commonly
employed for calligraphy studies, as my primary focus is precisely on these personal
and social contexts that envelop Shen Zhou’s Falling Blossoms. Indeed, without an
understanding of such contexts, exercises in authentication are tainted by a sense of
false objectivity. In this essay, I offer a synthesized approach, whereby the methods of
connoisseurship are refined to accommodate the specific conditions posed by the artist’s exploration of this theme in early sixteenth-century Suzhou. One goal, thus, is to
consider a methodological structure for the study of calligraphy, in which the usual
coordinates of connoisseurship — quality, style, and habit — are modified by considerations of intention and social practice. In this regard, the materials introduced and
discussed here can be fruitfully integrated into a broader discourse on culture-formation during the mid-Ming.

1. Genesis and Evolution
. . . In spring of the yichou year of the Hongzhi reign (1505), I fell ill for an entire month.
When I finally arose from bed I rushed outside only to find that the blossoms had been
swept clean of the trees, bits of red and white filling the ground. I missed their opening
and only saw their falling. This filled me with such sadness. Encountering objects, I
created verses. I titled the ten quatrains Falling Blossoms and sent them to Zhengming
— one who understands me. . .
弘治乙丑春，一病彌月，迨起則林花淨盡，紅白滿地。不偶其開而見其落，不能無悵然。
觸物成詠，命為落花篇，得十律焉，寫寄徵明知己…

   This account by Shen Zhou, narrating the specific circumstances that led to his
composition of the first ten Falling Blossoms verses, appears in the middle of an
important inscription on a handscroll in the Nanjing Museum. (Fig. 1) Shen Zhou
signed that inscription The Eighty-year-old Man, which would suggest a date of 1506.
Fortuitously, this is also the year of a well-known extant portrait of Shen Zhou, which
thus provides a human face to complement the Falling Blossoms project. (Fig. 2)
Two years earlier, on the first day (ji 吉) of the tenth (lunar) month, 1504, Wen Zhengming (1470–1559) produced an album transcribing in “fly-head” small standard-script
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Fig. 1
Shen Zhou, Falling Blossoms. Ca. 1506,
Ming Dynasty. Detail of a handscroll, ink
on paper, h: 35.9 cm. Nanjing Museum.

Fig. 2
Anonymous, Portrait of Shen Zhou at
Age Eighty. 1506, Ming Dynasty.
Hanging scroll, ink and color on silk,
71×52.4 cm. Palace Museum, Beijing.
Source: Yiyuan duoying #27 (1986), p. 45.
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calligraphy sixty poems on the subject of Falling Blossoms.4
picks up the narrative:

His trailing inscription

In spring of the jiazi year of the Hongzhi reign (1504), Mr. Shitian (Shen Zhou) composed ten verses on falling blossoms and showed them to me, Bi. My friend Xu
Changgu (Xu Zhenqing 徐禎卿, 1479–1511) and I sighed in unison over their beauty and
composed poems according to their rhymes.

The gentleman, our elder (Shen Zhou),

enjoys poetic pursuit, so he composed new verses to the same rhymes. This year I, Bi,
had occasion to travel to Nanjing and visited the Chief Minister of the Court of Imperial
Sacrifices Lord Lü (Lü Chang 呂
poems).

, 1449–1511) of Jiahe (with whom I shared the

We sighed in unison over their beauty and he too rhymed the poems.

The

gentleman’s (Shen Zhou) pleasure was such that once again he composed new verses
following the rhymes. After this the rhymers grew daily, each one putting forward a set
of ten poems, so that when gathered together they amounted to many several.

The

gentleman’s poems totaled thirty, but he was not finished. . .
弘治甲子之春，石田先生賦落花之詩十篇首以示璧。璧與友人徐昌穀甫相與嘆豔，屬而
和之，先生喜從而有和之。是歲璧計隨南京謁太常卿嘉禾呂公，相與嘆豔，又屬而和
之，先生益喜又從而又和之。自是和者日盛，其篇皆十，摠其篇若干…

   The sixty poems that Wen Zhengming transcribed in this now lost album of 1504
are precisely those that he describes: Shen Zhou’s original ten verses, the ten poems
each of Wen Zhengming and Xu Zhenqing, Shen’s second ten poems, Lü Chang’s ten
poems, and finally Shen Zhou’s third set of ten in response to those of Lü, all in the
order that they were composed. Wen’s transcription was certainly a work of dedication, if not reverence and love, as the sixty poems and inscription total more than 3750
characters, all written in the most demanding of scripts.5 In this regard, Wen Zheng4. Lu, Shihua Wu-Yue Suojian Shuhua Lu (Record of Calligraphy and Painting Seen in Wu and Yue)
(Shanghai: Shanghai Guji chubanshe, 1995–2002, Xuxiu Sikuquanshu), 3, pp. 20a–31a. This
album originally was titled by Zhou Tianqiu 周天球 (1514–1595) and possessed the colophons of
Wen Congjian 文從簡 (1574–1648), who was the grandson of Wen Jia 文嘉 (1501–1583) and the
great-grandson of Wen Zhengming, and Lu Shihua. Wen Congjian’s colophon is dated 1633; Lu’s
is dated 1773.
5. An extant handscroll in the Suzhou Museum signed Wen Zhengming and containing the same
poems and a very similar inscription with precisely the same date is almost certainly a forgery
based on Lu Shihua’s text. It is reproduced in Suzhou Bowuguan Cang Ming Qing Shuhua
(Ming and Qing Dynasty Calligraphy in the Collection of the Suzhou Museum, Beijing: Wenwu
Chubanshe, 2006), pl. 131. See also Zhongguo Gudai Shuhua Tumu (Ancient Calligraphy and
Painting of China) (Beijing: Wenwu Chubanshe, 1987), vol. 6, p. 35. Although the reproduction
is small, the relationship between this scroll and the version recorded in Wu-Yue Suojian Shuhua
Lu is clear. In addition to a few characters being changed in Wen Zhengming’s inscription,
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ming’s calligraphy album was a virtual recreation of the process by which Shen Zhou’s
Falling Blossoms began to spread. But what of Wen Zhengming’s claim that the
rhyming poems on the subject of falling blossoms grew considerably, as others
chimed in? Exact numbers cannot be verified, but there is no questioning the fact that
Shen Zhou’s poems generated considerable interest and energy.6 Moreover, judging
from extant materials and records, much of that energy continued to be generated by
Shen Zhou, himself. To date, I am aware of the following relevant materials (listed
chronologically). 7
a) Reference to a handscroll of thirty poems together with a painting found in Zhang
Chou’s Zhenji Rilu.8 The poems are not recorded. Shen’s short inscription reads:
“To the right, Chants on Falling Blossoms, thirty verses. Last ten-day cycle of the
third month, xinyou year of the Hongzhi reign (1501), written at the Dongchan
Jingshe (Eastern Chan Cloister), Shen Zhou of Changzhou.”
b) Reference to a large painting with poems on Falling Blossoms by Shen Zhou
mounted as a hanging scroll recorded in Lu Shihua’s Wu-Yue Suojian Shuhua Lu.9

6.

7.
8.
9.

there is an omitted passage of twenty-two characters, without which Wen’s text loses coherence.
It is apparent that the copyist lost his/her way here. Wen Zhengming is famous for his extraordinary discipline in practicing small-character standard writing, the most demanding of all the
scripts. Nonetheless, it is inconceivable that Wen would have written all of these poems and
inscription twice on the same day. Fu Xinian, Liu Jiu’an, and Yang Renkai, members of the
Authentication Group for Ancient Works of Chinese Painting and Calligraphy, all consider the
scroll questionable (see ibid, vol. 6, p. 340, n. 4).
Huang Yuji’s bibliographic record, Qianxiangtang Shumu (Record of Books of the Qianxian Hall)
(Sikuquanshu ed.), 31, p. 33b. lists a collection of Falling Blossoms poems in one fascicle compiled by Chen Cao 陳操 that contained the poems of nine figures, from Shen Zhou to Tang Yin
唐寅. I do not know if this collection is still extant, but the contents appear to be directly related
to Shen Zhou’s circle. A good indication of how many Falling Blossoms poems may have been
generated is provided by Xu Yingqiu’s 徐應秋 (fl. ca. 1600) account in Yuzhitang Tanhui (A Collection of Chats from the Yuzhi Hall) (Sikuquanshu ed.), 8, pp. 50b–52a. Xu cites a number of
authors who wrote notable Falling Blossoms verses, beginning with the two brothers Song Qi 宋
祁 and Song Xiang 宋庠 of the Northern Song (see text below). He specifically cites Shen
Zhou’s thirty verses and then a number of others, including the prolific Falling Blossoms
authors Yu Changru 虞長孺, who composed one hundred verses, and Lin Ruofu 林若撫, who
composed sixty. Although Yu Changru and Lin Ruofu were later figures, active during the
Wanli reign period (1573–1615), they reflect the continued popularity of the theme. See also Xu
Boling, Yinjing Juan (Sikuquanshu ed.), 3, pp. 5a-b for a briefer account focused on the popularity of the theme during the Northern Song.
I have benefited from the preliminary research on the various Falling Blossoms materials summarized by Howard Rogers in Kaikodo Journal, (Spring 1999), cat. #9, pp. 80–83, 235–237.
Zhang Chou, Zhenji Rilu (Daily Log of Genuine Items), (Sikuquanshu ed.), 2: 24a.
Lu Shihua, Wu-Yue Suojian Shuhua Lu (Record of Calligraphy and Painting Seen in Wu and Yue),
3, p. 32b.
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According to Shen’s inscription, which is dated summer, fourteenth year of the
Hongzhi reign (1501), he had sent Wu Kuan 吳寬 (1435–1504) a scroll of his thirty
Falling Blossoms poems “for instruction.” Wu thereupon brought out a large piece
of paper and requested a painting on the subject, with the poems written on top.
c) A fan painting in the Shanghai Museum of Art dated the third (lunar) month of the

guihai year (1503). (Fig. 3) The compositional features, including an old man leaning on a staff by a river bank gazing to the other side, a young servant toting a qin,
and blossoming trees whose red and white petals dot the ground, clearly establish
this untitled painting as a rendition of the Falling Blossoms theme.

Fig. 3

Shen Zhou, Falling Blossoms. 1503, Ming Dynasty. Fan, ink and colors on
paper. Shanghai Museum. Source: Shanghai Bowuguan Cang Ming Qing
Zheshan Shuhua Ji (Shanghai: Renmin Meishu Chubanshe, 1983), folio #4.

d) A handscroll of ten poems in the collection of the Shanghai Museum of Art. (Fig. 4)
Shen Zhou’s inscription (translated below) is dated the day of the Mid-Autumn Festival, guihai year of the Hongzhi reign (1503).
e) An album of calligraphy consisting of sixty poems transcribed by Wen Zhengming
and dated the tenth lunar month, 1504, recorded in Lu Shihua’s (1714–1779) Wu-

Yue Suojian Shuhua Lu (see above).
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Shen Zhou, Falling Blossoms. 1503, Ming Dynasty. Handscroll, ink
on paper, 30×65.8 cm. Shanghai Museum. Source: Zhongguo Gudai
Shuhua Tumu vol. 7 (Beijing: Wenwu Chubanshe, 1987), p. 188.

An album of calligraphy by Shen Zhou consisting of nineteen poems on Falling Blossoms in a private collection. The album is dated the eighth lunar month, autumn,
first year of the Zhengde reign, corresponding to 1506. Shen Zhou wrote it on the
Western Verandah of the Jinqing Hall. (Figs. 5, 6)

g) A handscroll by Shen Zhou consisting of a small painting, a lengthy inscription and
thirty poems on Falling Blossoms in the Nanjing Museum. (Figs. 1, 7) Shen Zhou’s
inscription is signed The Old Man of Eighty Years, suggesting a date of ca. 1506.10
h) A handscroll of calligraphy by Wen Zhengming transcribing his ten poems on Falling Blossoms.11 In his short following inscription, dated spring 1507, Wen Zhengming makes reference to a scroll of poems and a painting by Shen Zhou that Shen
gave to Elder Brother Song (Song Boxiong 宋伯兄).12

Wen refers to this by the

title as Viewing Blossoms (Kanhua tu 看花圖), which may have been a mistake. It
is likely to have been the same Falling Blossoms theme since Shen Zhou had
10. Taken literally, Shen Zhou’s self-reference as eighty years old should coincide with 1506, but
Chinese artists did not always use these terms precisely.
11. Reproduced in Wang Shi-jie ed., Yiyuan Yizhen (A Garland of Chinese Paintings) (Hong Kong:
Cafa Company, 1967), vol. 3, pl. 10.
12. I have yet to identify Mr. Song, though I strongly suspect he is the same figure as Attendant
Song 宋承奉 (referring to his position in the Palace Ceremonial Office) from the region of Shu
(Sichuan), for whom Shen Zhou composed a poem of gratitude for the gift of a tree on the occasion of his 70th birthday. See Shen Zhou, Shitian Shixuan, 7, pp. 31b–32a.
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Fig. 7

▲

Fig. 5, Fig. 6
Shen Zhou, Falling
Blossoms. 1506, Ming
Dynasty. Detail of an
album of 25 leaves,
ink on paper, each
leaf 23.8×9.8 cm.
Private collection.
Photograph by the
author.

Shen Zhou, Falling Blossoms. Ca. 1506, Ming Dynasty. Detail of a handscroll, ink and color
on paper, 35.9×60.2 cm. Nanjing Museum.
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included Wen Zhengming’s ten poems on Falling Blossoms at the end.
i)

A handscroll consisting of a painting with heavy pigments on silk and ten Falling
Blossoms poems on paper in the National Palace Museum, Taipei. (Figs. 8, 9) An
inscription by Wen Zhengming and a transcription of his own ten poems on Falling
Blossoms dated the sixth lunar month, 1508, follows Shen Zhou’s poems. Preceding the painting is Shen Zhou’s handwritten title “Reds Vanish, Green is Long” 紅消
綠長, contrasting the more durable foliage of the fruit trees with the falling blossoms. It has been noted that the condition of the segment of paper possessing Shen
Zhou’s and Wen Zhengming’s calligraphy is more worn than that of the painting,

Fig. 8

Shen Zhou, Falling Blossoms. Ca. 1504–06, Ming Dynasty. Detail of a handscroll, ink
and color on silk, 30.7×138.6 cm (painting only). National Palace Museum, Taiwan.

Fig. 9

Shen Zhou, Falling Blossoms. Ca. 1504–06, Ming Dynasty. Detail of a handscroll,
ink on paper, h: 30.5 cm (poems only). National Palace Museum, Taiwan.
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especially at the beginning. This suggests that poems and painting were not originally paired together. However, the quality of both painting and poems is exceptionally good and I accept both as genuine, even if the two were not originally intended
to go together.13 The National Palace Museum possesses a second version of this
painting, which has been deemed a copy.
j)

A set of eight album leaves in a private collection with transcriptions by Wen Zhengming in small-character regular script of eight of his original ten poems on Falling
Blossoms.

In his short following inscription, dated the twentieth day of the ninth

lunar month, 1508, Wen writes that he has transcribed ten of his old Falling Blossoms poems, which his poetry group mistakenly thinks are worth appreciating, and
makes reference to the quality and popularity of Shen Zhou’s poems.14 (Fig. 10)
k) A handscroll in a private collection consisting of thirteen of Shen Zhou’s Falling
Blossoms poems. (Fig. 11) According to Shen Zhou’s brief undated inscription, he
wrote these at the Shuang’e Shanfang 雙峨山房 (Double Steep Mountain Villa), the
location of which has yet to be determined.

   This list is limited to those materials that touch only upon Shen Zhou’s exploration of the Falling Blossoms theme. It does not, for example, include other transcriptions of poems and paintings by Wen Zhengming, nor a celebrated scroll by Tang Yin
(1470–1522), dated 1520, that included his own thirty poems on the theme (following
the rhymes of Shen Zhou) and an accompanying painting.15 Moreover, it is likely that
13. During a recent viewing of this scroll, Dr. Chen Yunru of the Painting and Calligraphy Department of the National Palace Museum mentioned to me that the kind of wear exhibited at the
beginning of the calligraphic transcriptions is not untypical of the beginnings of scrolls. In
other words, Shen Zhou’s and Wen Zhengming’s poems may well have experienced a well-loved
(frequently unrolled) existence prior to the attachment of the painting. This makes sense,
though it does not necessarily imply that the painting, which I consider exceptionally fine, is
itself problematic.
14. It appears that Wen Zhengming accidentally left out two of the poems, since those that are missing from his original ten — the fourth and fifth — would not correspond to a missing page.
These album leaves are included in a small album of calligraphy by various Ming Dynasty masters in a private collection.
15. Tang Yin’s scroll is recorded in Wang Keyu, Shanhuwang Shuhua Lu (Coral Net Record of Painting and Calligraphy), (Sikuquanshu ed.), 40, pp. 11a–13a. See also Bian Yongyu, Shigutang
Shuhua Huikao (Shigu Hall Critical Record of Calligraphy and Painting), (Sikuquanshu ed.), 57,
pp. 13a–15a. The poems are included, with the different versions collated, in the modern compilation of Tang Yin’s literary work, Tang Bohu Quanji (Collected Works of Tang Yin) Hangzhou:
Zhongguo Meishu Xueyuan Chubanshe, 2002, pp. 66–73. The Liaoning Provincial Museum has
a version of the Tang Yin Falling Blossoms poems. See Liaoning Sheng Bowuguan Cang Fashu
Xuanji (Selection of Calligraphy from the Liaoning Provincial Museum) (Shanghai: Wenwu Chubanshe, 1982), vol. 2. There are a number of other versions.
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Fig. 10 Wen Zhengming, Falling Blossoms. 1508, Ming Dynasty. Detail of a set of eight
leaves, from the album Minggong moji, ink on paper, measurements not available.
Private collection. Photograph by the author.

Fig. 11 Shen Zhou, Falling Blossoms. Ming Dynasty. Detail of a handscroll, ink on paper,
28.5×286 cm. Private collection. Photograph courtesy of Paul Moss.
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more materials will surface in time — other records or mentions of calligraphies and/
or paintings, if not extant scrolls and albums, by or attributed to Shen Zhou. Given
the fact that five hundred years have passed since these Falling Blossoms events
occurred, it is remarkable how much still exists and how much we can piece together.
   One spring early in the sixteenth century Shen Zhou fell ill, resulting in his being
bedridden during the flowering of the fruit trees. As one of Shen Zhou’s poems
makes clear, these were plums and peaches, many of which must have been planted
on Shen Zhou’s own estate.16 In what year did this take place? Shen Zhou’s stated
date of 1505 in his inscription on the Nanjing scroll (Fig. 1) is a year later than that
reported by Wen Zhengming, who was writing in the fall of 1504. The most plausible
explanation for the difference is some confusion on the part of Shen Zhou, who either
did not remember correctly or confused the cyclical dates (excusable given his
advanced age of eighty years). However, as the list of known materials shows, there
remains a curious discrepancy in the timeline. Discounting the two earliest paintings/poems (a, b, both dated 1501), which are known only from records and whose
reliability is deeply in question,17 there are still the fan painting (c) and handscroll of
poems (d), both dated 1503. I have personally examined the fan painting and can
attest to its high quality. The authenticity of the calligraphy scroll in the Shanghai
Museum, which I have only seen in reproduction, has been questioned. 18 (Fig. 4)
Nonetheless, it merits our attention because of one interesting feature in particular:
whereas nine of the ten poems Shen Zhou transcribes here concur with the initial ten
listed by Wen Zhengming in his 1504 album — the sixth poem not only does not appear
in the first ten recorded by Wen, it is not even included in the full collection of fifty as

16. “An orchard full of peaches and plums — it only takes an instant,/White, white, red, red: trees
now completely without.” 一園桃李只須臾，白白朱朱徹樹無. This is the start of the seventh
poem, as published in Shen Zhou’s collected poetry, Shitian Shixuan, 9, p. 18a. Shen is referring to the li plums, not the commonly painted mei 梅, which flower earlier in the year. For
more on the local agricultural produce of the Suzhou area in the context of such literati as Shen
Zhou and Wen Zhengming, see Craig Clunas, Fruitful Sites: Garden Culture in Ming Dynasty
China (Durham: Duke University Press, 1996), especially pp. 16–59. See also Richard Edwards’
treatment of Shen Zhou as an artist deeply immersed in the specifics of his environment: Richard Edwards, The World around the Chinese Artist: Aspects of Realism in Chinese Painting (Ann
Arbor: University of Michigan, 1989), pp. 57–101.
17. By this logic one could argue that the record of Wen Zhengming’s calligraphy album in Wu-Yue
Suojian Shuhua Lu (e) is also unreliable. However, given the content of Wen Zhengming’s
lengthy inscription (to be discussed in the text), and the presence of inscriptions by Wen Congjian and Lu Shihua, it is likely that this album was genuine. See n. 19 for an additional reason to
suspect these two scrolls of 1501.
18. The authenticity of this scroll is questioned by Joan Stanley-Baker, “Identifying Shen Zhou
(1427–1509) Methodological Problems in Authentication: A Work in Progress,” p. 57.
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recorded in his collected poems, Shitian Shixuan. It does appear, however, along with
the other nine poems on the Shanghai scroll, in the earliest known compilation of Shen
Zhou poetry — his Shitian Gao in three large fascicles, which is in the rare book collection of the National Library of China (Beijing).19 Shitian Gao was compiled in 1503,
though it includes postscripts by Wu Kuan and Li Dongyang李東陽 (1441–1516), the
latter dated 1506. Presuming that these ten Falling Blossom verses were not added to
the original compilation of poetry, Shitian Gao provides definitive evidence that the
Falling Blossom poems were initiated by Shen Zhou no later than 1503. One possible
explanation regarding the sixth poem on the Shanghai scroll (seventh in Shitian Gao)
is that when writing this scroll in the fall of 1503, Shen Zhou had yet to finalize his ten
Falling Blossoms poems, and ultimately that sixth poem would be replaced by another
— the poem that appears as the eighth in Wen Zhengming’s album and as the seventh
in the Sikuquanshu edition of Shen Zhou’s poetry, Shitian Shixuan.20 This explanation
is supported by the fact that these two poems utilize similar imagery and terminology,
which could reflect a poetic composition still in flux. The Shanghai scroll thus represents an early phase of the Falling Blossoms project, which began half a year earlier, in
the spring of 1503.
   After the autumn of 1503, perhaps not until after the following spring, Shen Zhou
showed his Falling Blossoms poems to Wen Zhengming, who proceeded to share
them with Xu Zhenqing and Lü Chang. By the late fall of 1504 these four gentlemen
had produced some sixty poems on Falling Blossoms, with Shen Zhou accounting for
half, but as Wen Zhengming suggests in his 1504 inscription, more versifying was taking place. As mentioned at the beginning of this article, Shen Zhou’s collection of
poetry, Shitian Shixuan, has a total of fifty Falling Blossoms verses. This indicates
that he composed an additional twenty, though under what precise circumstances, or
in possible response to what rhyming colleague, is not clear. It is likely, however, that
most, if not all, of these additional poems had been composed by late summer, 1506,
when Shen Zhou wrote the album of Falling Blossoms poems now in a private collec19. This version of the Shitian Gao is not in very good shape and the pagination is not clear. The
poems are titled “Luohua Shishou” (“Falling Blossoms, Ten Verses”) and appear towards the
end of fascicle three. The ten poems here are in the same order as those on the Shanghai scroll
with one exception: the first poem in Shitian Gao is transcribed last on the calligraphy scroll.
The inclusion of only ten Falling Blossom poems in Shitian Shigao provides another reason to
seriously question the validity of the two 1501 scrolls, both of which possessed thirty of Shen
Zhou’s poems, which presumably corresponded to his initial ten and those in response to Wen
Zhengming, Xu Zhenqing, and Lü Chang. In 1503, when Shitian Gao was compiled, Wen
Zhengming and others had yet to rhyme the poems, and hence Shen Zhou had yet to compose
the additional verses in response that appear in his later poetry compilations.
20. Shen Zhou, Shitian Shixuan, 9, p. 18a.
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tion .21 (f, Figs. 5, 6) This album, which possesses no explanatory inscription by Shen
Zhou, is comprised of nineteen poems — an unusual number that immediately raises
questions concerning its completeness. The album should be considered in conjunction with the Nanjing scroll, which is datable to about the same time on the basis of
Shen Zhou’s signature. The Nanjing scroll has a full complement of thirty poems.
These are the original ten as transcribed by Wen Zhengming in his 1504 album, Shen
Zhou’s second ten in response to Wen’s and Xu Zhenqing’s poems, and seven of the
ten poems that Shen wrote in response to Lü Chang’s poems. The remaining three
poems are among the additional twenty Falling Blossoms verses recorded in Shitian
Shixuan.22 Interestingly, Shen Zhou’s album of nineteen poems indicates a similar
pattern. The album consists of nine of the ten poems that Shen Zhou composed in
response to Wen Zhengming and Xu Zhenqing, and precisely the same ten poems that
comprise the final third of the poems on the Nanjing scroll — in other words, seven of
the ten poems written in response to Lü Chang’s verses together with the three “new”
poems. If the album possessed Shen Zhou’s original ten poems and the one missing
poem of his second set in response to Wen and Xu, the album and the Nanjing scroll
would have precisely the same constellation of Falling Blossoms poems. In my opinion, it is probable that the album did originally consist of these thirty poems, and that
it was split at some later point in time.23
   The two remaining Falling Blossoms items are the painting/calligraphy scroll in
the National Palace Museum dated 1508 (i, Figs. 8, 9) and the undated calligraphy
scroll in a private collection. (j, Fig. 11) In the former are Shen Zhou’s transcriptions
of nine of his original Falling Blossoms poems and one of his second set written in
response to the poems of Wen Zhengming and Xu Zhenqing. In the latter are his transcriptions of all ten of his original poems and three of his second set. Thirteen, like
nineteen, is an odd number for such poetic/calligraphic exercises, but in this case
Shen Zhou provides an explanation. In the short trailing inscription he writes, “To the
right, Falling Blossoms poems, limited by the length of this paper, written at the
21. The authenticity of this album is not assured and awaits a more careful examination. Throughout this article I assume a fairly broad standard, in which this album, well-written and very much
in Shen Zhou’s style, clearly fits. My assumption is the album, if a copy, is based on a genuine
work of 1506 by Shen Zhou.
22. These are poem nos. 23, 28, and 30 on the Nanjing scroll, which correspond to nos. 43, 48, and
50 in Shitian Shixuan (9, p. 24b, 25b, and 26a).
23. Each Falling Blossoms poem is a quatrain of 56 characters that consistently takes up most of five
columns of Shen Zhou’s writing in this small, narrow album (23.8 x 9.8 cm) of 25 leaves (each
leaf has four columns). If the album originally contained thirty poems, this would mean that at
least 14 leaves are missing (probably at least one more if we account for some kind of prefatory
design).
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Shuang’e Mountain Villa.” 右落花詩，僅紙之長，書於雙峨山房.
   As it is with all of the Falling Blossoms objects, the authenticity of this scroll
should not be assumed. Nonetheless, whether a genuine work, a copy, or even a forgery, the short inscription explaining the truncated number of poems reflects the popularity of the Falling Blossoms poems and provides an indication of what the Falling
Blossoms project had become since its inception in 1503. Over a period of years the
poems were celebrated, transcribed, and widely disseminated among cultured peers.
Even though recipients are only specified for two works, it is reasonable to assume
that there was an eager audience for these poems and a number of people requesting
Shen Zhou to write them.24 It appears that he mostly wrote them as sets of either ten
poems or thirty. If the larger set, Shen Zhou mostly grouped the poems according to
sequence, such as the original ten, or the second ten after the rhymes of Wen and Xu,
but he might modify a group by replacing poems, and there was no specific order to
the poems within each group. Overall, they suggest an air of casualness, exemplified
by the shortened scroll of thirteen poems. This is to be expected given the number of
times Shen Zhou must have written out his verses. But that casualness does not mask
the purpose behind the project. The Falling Blossoms poems had become a signature
work in Shen Zhou’s late years, and as such their replication became an act of promotion.25 As we shall see with a closer look at some of the inscriptions, Shen Zhou was
acutely aware of this almost from the beginning. The sensitivity he displays regarding
such activism is one of the most interesting and important features of the Falling Blossoms.

2. Inscriptions and Commentar y
   The short inscription Shen Zhou added to his scroll of ten poems dated MidAutumn Festival, 1503, provides the first commentary on the Falling Blossoms project.26 As described above, the poems, which in all likelihood were inspired by events
24. Shen Zhou identifies the recipient for the 1503 poetry scroll in Shanghai (d) as Ruqi (Liu Yu, jinshi 1466). Wen Zhengming mentions a scroll of painting and poems that was given to someone
called ‘Song Boxiong’ (Elder Brother Song) (h). See n. 12.
25. Wen Zhengming’s role in promoting Shen Zhou’s poems also should not be underestimated.
Shen Zhou sought out Wen Zhengming to be a recipient early on, no doubt aware that his
younger friend and student would actively share the poems with others.
26. This is, of course, taking the scroll at face value, or in other words as either a genuine work by
Shen Zhou or a close copy. See n. 18. The possibility that the scroll is an early fake, based on
the initial publication of Shen Zhou’s Falling Blossom poems in 1503, cannot be discounted. If
that is the case, however, it is a clever, well-informed forgery, as it appears to express awareness
of the illness that first led to Shen Zhou’s writing of the Falling Blossoms verses. Shitian Shi-
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that took place the previous spring, were not yet entirely fixed. Ruqi was the style
name of Liu Yu 劉瑀 (jinshi 1466), who served as Prefect of Suzhou for a period of
time.
Ruqi enjoys poetry. Recently he saw a set of falling blossoms poems, and he asked me
to transcribe them. I have just had a bout with a minor illness, and to be pressed to do
something like this is of absolutely no interest to me.
understand matters.

You can say he does not really

However, in consideration of his love of poetry, providing some

additional poems would not be something distasteful.

So I transcribe them here.27

Mid-Autumn day of the guihai year of the Hongzhi reign (1503), Shen Zhou.
器好吟事，近見落花諸篇，求錄一過。適小恙，作為其所迫，甚覺無趣。亦可謂不解
事。然以好吟事於〔是〕補之，竟不為嫌，而錄云。弘治癸亥中秋日，沈周。

   The falling blossoms poems that Liu Yu saw would appear not to be those of Shen
Zhou but the work of another, earlier poet. Shen Zhou was hardly the first to write
about falling blossoms, and it remains within the realm of possibility that Liu Yu simply
came across some poems on the theme which he asked Shen Zhou to write. Nonetheless, this exchange would be hard to believe if there were not some knowledge of
Shen Zhou’s composing of his own poems on falling blossoms. It is more likely that
the inscription is a gentle fiction — a setup or excuse for Shen Zhou to begin circulating
his own literary creations. That process of disseminating his poems, whether by his
own hand or with the help of others, gradually became a matter of concern. Passing
around one’s literary work for the enjoyment of one’s peers is an act of cultivation, but
it can also be read as an act of self-promotion. Considering Shen Zhou’s elevated status in Suzhou, not to mention his lofty age, it is hard to imagine that anyone would
have questioned his motives. And yet, this increasingly became an issue over the
ensuing years. The key document is Shen Zhou’s much longer inscription of about
three years later, which immediately precedes the thirty Falling Blossoms poems that
he transcribed after a short painting on the scroll currently in the Nanjing Museum
(g). It is a remarkable inscription — one of the more important comments from Shen
Zhou on the making of art — and it deserves full attention.
Chanting Zhang Jiying’s verse: “The myriad things follow Great Change;/For what purpose, this solitary flower?” Only old people feel the depths of this idea; young people

gao only includes the poems — there is no explanatory preface mentioning Shen being bedridden during the spring of 1503.
27. The inscription appears to be missing a character here, as added in brackets in the Chinese. I
am grateful to Hua Rende for this suggestion.
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are not ready. When old, one sits in useless idleness, and it becomes necessary to dally
with the flowering of things to enjoy the pleasure of stimulating sensual thoughts. Forgetting that old age has arrived, one takes satisfaction in the attainments of youth. In
the spring of the yichou year of the Hongzhi reign (1505) I fell ill for an entire month.
When finally I arose from bed I rushed outside only to find that the blossoms had been
swept clean of the trees, bits of red and white filling the ground. I missed their opening
and only saw their falling. This filled me with such sadness. Encountering objects, I
created verses. I titled the ten quatrains Falling Blossoms and sent them to Zhengming
— one who understands me.

[Zhengming ] passed them along to the Chamberlain

Jiubo (Lü Chang), and both composed their own verses in rhyme, all of which far surpassed my clumsy, rotten poems.

Momu, feeling no shame in her ugliness, forced

more poems in response. These grew to thirty. Deepening the insult to these two gentlemen, the poems were gathered together in a scroll, with my rotten verses tagging
along.

Someone said to me, Su Changgong (Su Shi, 1037–1101) once engaged in a

three-round series of rhyming poems on plum blossoms, from their opening to their falling. Are you trying to emulate him? I responded, Su Shi in this matter was censured
for “the transgression of being one who lingers,” but in rhyming he himself arrived at
this state of lingering. In contrast, my agitated pushing of the two lords originally arose
out of chance. Now, however, I have taken what was “without action,” wuwei, and have
the fault of adding to it action, youwei.

This is the same as attaching oneself to the

empty boat yet angrily striking out at the floating blossoms.

Truly, this is a difficult

charge. If one is old yet possesses a youthful heart and uses youthful words to compete
with others, one understands that is a fault of one’s own bringing. Others will laugh at
me and I have no argument. Thus I present this explanation as a preface for the poems.
(Signed) The eighty-year old man, Shen Zhou.
誦張季膺：群物從大化，孤英將奈何。惟是老人感之為切，少年當未知此。人從老年坐
於無聊，須春時玩美物華以為性情之悅，而忘其老之所至，少之所達為愜耳。于自弘治
乙丑春，一病彌月，迨起則林花淨盡，紅白滿地。不偶其開而見其落，不能無悵然。觸
物成詠，命為落花篇，得十律焉，寫寄徵明知己，傳寄及九柏太常，俱連章見和，能超
老拙腐爛之外多矣。嫫母不自悔醜，強又答之，累三十首。於重二公之辱，乃裝已登其
作，而腐爛亦得牽於末簡。或曰，蘇長公詠梅，自開而落凡三和，子將希之乎？予曰，
長公於是有留連一物吾過矣之咎。然長公所和，而自至留連一物，予則激戒於二公，出
乎偶耳。今以無為而加有為之過。是猶貴觸于虛舟，怒擊于飄花，信難為其任焉。若以
老有稚心，更作稚語競人，此過知自取也。嘲者不復相辨，因衍其說於篇首云。八十翁
沈周。

   Shen Zhou’s inscription begins with a curious problem: the poetic lines that he
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cites do not belong to Zhang Jiying, but to the early Tang dynasty poet Chen Zi’ang 陳
子昂 (661–702). Chen wrote thirty-eight poems titled “Stirred by My Experiences”
(“Ganyu” 感遇 ), the twenty-fifth of which questions the purpose of the solitar y
flower.28 Chen Zi’ang’s thirty-eight “Ganyu” poems would have been known to any
well-read scholar, so it is at first difficult to understand how and why Shen Zhou
attaches another name to this pair of lines.29 Nonetheless, their appropriateness to
the subject of falling blossoms is certainly clear. Moreover, the general tenor of Chen
Zi’ang’s poem series, which is philosophical and meditative, meshes with Shen Zhou’s
thesis in this inscription. But many of Chen Zi’ang’s “Ganyu” poems are also discourses on the age-old theme of the virtuous man who is disillusioned by the pettiness
of the world and does not receive due recognition. This kind of lament could not be
further from Shen Zhou’s reality, which was situated in a self-fashioned environment of
semi-reclusion in Suzhou, far from political ambitions. This is where Zhang Jiying’s
identity becomes pertinent. Shen uses the character ying 膺 as an alternate for ying
鷹. Jiying 季鷹 is the style name of the Jin dynasty recluse and poet Zhang Han 張翰
(ca. 258-after 319). Zhang was sometimes likened to the famed eccentric Ruan Ji 阮籍
(210–263), one of the Seven Sages of the Bamboo Grove, because like Ruan, Zhang
Han’s tenure in his one and only stint in office proved short-lived.30 The oft-repeated
story of Zhang Han is that one autumn day, while serving as an aide to the Prince of Qi
in Luoyang, Zhang had a sudden longing for the culinar y delicacies of his native
Suzhou and abruptly departed, claiming that the pursuit of fame and rank could not
compare with the comforts of home. 31 The attraction to Shen Zhou is immediately
clear. Throughout his life Shen eschewed the pursuit of an official career in favor of
remaining in Suzhou as a country gentleman. For Shen Zhou, Zhang Han was the

28. Chen Zi’ang, “Ganyu shi sanshiba shou,” Chen Shiyi Ji (Poems of Chen Zi’ang) (Sikuquanshu
ed.), 1, pp. 7b–8a.
29. Chen Zi’ang’s fame largely rested upon his Ganyu poems, which range in content but often have
overt philosophical and moral content. During the Qing dynasty they were interpreted as allegories critical of Wu Zetian and her Zhou dynasty. See Stephen Owen’s thorough and thoughtful presentation of the poems in his The Poetry of the Early T’ang (New Haven: Yale University
Press, 1977), pp. 184–223.
30. Zhang Han was called the Infantry Commandant of Jiangdong (Jiangdong Bingbu 江東兵步),
referring not to a position Zhang held but to a frequently used appellation for Ruan Ji, here combined with Jiangdong, or the ancient area of Wu (Suzhou), where Zhang Han lived. For his
biography see Fang Xuanling, Jin Shu (History of the Jin Dynasty) (Sikuquanshu ed.), 92, pp. 19a–
20a.
31. The story is recorded in Liu Yiqing’s Shishuo Xinyu, among many other places. See Richard
Mather, Shih-shuo Hsin-yü: A New Account of Tales of the World (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1976), p. 201. The story of Ruan Ji’s ill-fated attempt at holding a position is also
found in Shishuo Xinyu. Ibid, p. 373.
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perfect antecedent — so perfect it appears that Shen was willing to distort historical
reality and attribute Chen Zi’ang’s “Stirred by My Experiences” lines to him.32 Shen
Zhou’s attraction to Zhang Han is instructive. Not only did Zhang represent the pursuit of a literary lifestyle unfettered by official duties, he did so in a decidedly local
manner. Zhang Han’s return from Luoyang was spurred by the sudden awareness of
seasonal change and the spontaneous yearning for the water-lily soup and sliced perch
of Suzhou. Shen Zhou’s identity was just as strongly associated with the city of
Suzhou, and as so many of his paintings and poems demonstrate, he was extraordinarily attentive to the details of the local flora, fauna, and landscape. Shen Zhou’s
inscription comments directly on this attention to natural phenomena with the line,
“Encountering objects, I created verses.” The term “encountering objects,” chuwu 觸
物, is important to Shen Zhou. It appears in Wen Zhengming’s recounting of the circumstances that led Shen Zhou to writing the Falling Blossoms verses in his long
album of transcriptions (e) (partially translated below), and it appears in a poem that
Shen Zhou added to an album of paintings that he must have made at about this time,
ca. 1506: “. . . Encountering objects, I am compelled to follow with (painted) dots and
washes;/Observing life, I still labor at composing poems.” 觸物便須隨點染，觀生還復
費吟哦.33 The character chu 觸 implies the sense of touch, the physicality of an immediate and personal encounter. Even when used for describing an emotional touch (as
in the compound chudong 觸動), there is a strong sense of a material catalyst. Zhang
Han’s emotional ties to Suzhou are activated by a sudden yearning for tangible foodstuffs — the local produce. Similarly, Shen Zhou’s emotions are touched by the mundane phenomenon of Suzhou’s falling blossoms. His poems may share the philosophizing tendency of Chen Zi’ang’s “Stirred by My Experiences,” but Shen Zhou also
takes care to paint himself as a simple and much-grounded observer of the world, one
whose predilection for musing about issues of broader consequence is prompted by
the immediacy of the incidental.
   Shen Zhou’s emphasis on chuwu as the source of inspiration for his poetry and
painting resonates clearly with a famous comment by Su Shi, in which he likened his
writing to a bubbling spring that flows over the terrain, describing whatever it encounters and always moving according to the contours of the landscape, halting only when

32. It helped that Zhang Han was known for his ability as a poet. It is possible that Shen Zhou
found some text that records these lines from Chen Zi’ang’s twenty-fifth Ganyu poem under
Zhang Han’s name, but given the fame of Chen’s poems I doubt it. This appears to be Shen
Zhou’s fabrication.
33. Shen Zhou, “Ti huace hou,” Shitian Shixuan, 8, p. 33b. Shen’s poem begins with reference to
having entered his eighties.
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it can go no further.34 Su Shi’s approach to poetic composition emphasizes the necessity of true experience, grounded in the details of the phenomenal world with which
the poet interacts. Parlor or salon poetry — poetry that tests one’s skillful use of language or erudition but is detached from personal experience — represents the antithesis. Fundamental to Su Shi’s approach to poetry and art-making in general is the concept of naturalness.
   As we read further into Shen Zhou’s inscription, and dig more deeply into the
Falling Blossoms project, it becomes evident that the ties to Su Shi and the Northern
Song were real and significant. It also becomes evident that naturalness as a guide for
the making of both literary and graphic art is of the utmost concern. After drawing a
self-deprecating parallel between himself and Momu, the virtuous but unfortunatelooking consort of the legendary Yellow Emperor,35 Shen Zhou directly evokes Su Shi
by referencing three poems his predecessor wrote on the subject of plum blossoms.
It was the end of the first year of the Shaosheng reign (late 1094 or early 1095), and Su
Shi had just arrived at Huizhou (Guangdong), site of his second exile. Su Shi wrote
the first poem for an unidentified recipient after witnessing the full blooming of the
plum trees (mei 梅) in the middle of the eleventh lunar month. The third, titled “The
Blossoms Fall, Revisiting My Earlier Rhymes,” ends by contrasting his friend, who has
no words left for the blossoms that had fallen, with himself, who is at fault for being
“one who lingers,” or in other words, continues to write about the plum blossoms.36
34. Su Shi, “Ziping Wen,” Su Shi Wenji (Collected Prose of Su Shi) (Beijing: Zhonghua Book Company reprint ed., 1986), 66, p. 2069.
35. Sima Qian, Shi Ji (Records of the Grand Historian), Sikuquanshu ed., 1, p. 9a. Shen Zhou also
used Momu as a way of referring to his well-intentioned but ugly artistic efforts in the wellknown inscription on his Landscape for Liu Jue in the National Palace Museum, Taiwan (Figs.
18, 19). See James Cahill, Parting at the Shore (New York: Weatherhill, 1978), p. 84.
36. For Su Shi’s three poems, “Shiyi Yue Shiliu ri Songfengting xia Meihua Sheng Kai,” “Zai Yong
Qian Yun,” and “Hua Luo Fu Ci Qian Yun,” see Su Shi Shiji (Collected Poetry of Su Shi) (Beijing:
Zhonghua Book Company, 1982), 38, pp. 2075–2077, 2078–2079. The final lines of Su’s third
poem read, “Full of feelings and engaged in matters, you [possess] the spirit to keep to habits
(i.e. willing to continue writing verses),/[But] pitying the blossoms’ surrender you are totally
speechless./Being one who lingers, that’s my wrongdoing,/Laughing, you mandate one hundred penalties of empty wine jars and goblets.”多情好事餘習氣，惜花未忍都無言。留連一物吾
過矣，笑領百罰空罍樽. Su Shi’s use of the expression “one who lingers” comes from a story
told of Wang Xi 王唏 (act. 6th c.) of the Northern Qi. In the pertinent passage, Wang sheepishly explains his absence from a gathering due to some drinking while lingering to enjoy a late
afternoon scene with fish and fowl; he describes himself as one who lingers 留連之一物, just as
the fish and birds seemed to linger in the setting sun. See Li Yanshou, Bei Shi (History of the
Northern Dynasties) (Sikuquanshu ed.), 24, p. 30a. The absence of the character zhi 之 in Su
Shi’s poem allows the reading “clinging to this one thing,” or in other words, clinging to the
plum blossoms. Su Shi may have intended this, but it is more prudent to keep with the reading
implied by the original allusion. The overall difference in meaning is slight.
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For Su Shi, lingering refers primarily to an unwillingness to let the plum blossoms go.
As the remainder of Shen Zhou’s inscription reveals, in his case the lingering has less
to do with fallen blossoms than with an unwillingness to let go of his youthful inclinations.
   The allusion to Su Shi is repeated in one of Shen Zhou’s Falling Blossoms poems
(the third of his second set, written in response to Wen Zhengming and Xu Zhenqing):
Wildly, wildly, thickly, thickly, sideways, slantwise too;
How can we bear their delicacy, their lightness on the air?

“Adhering to mud,” like Master Liao, but no sign of his craziness!
As “one who lingers,” Old Man Slope earned a name for doing wrong.
Seeing off rain, seeing off spring, at the Temple of Long Life,
Flying here, flying there, in the city of Luoyang!
Do not blame the wind and rain for its killing ways!
The Creator of Things has always placed a “taboo on fullness.”37
擾擾紛紛縱復橫，那堪薄薄更輕輕；沾泥寥老無狂相，留物坡翁有過名
送雨送春長壽寺，飛來飛去洛陽城；莫將風雨埋冤殺，造化從來要忌盈

   Old Man Slope, of course, is Su Shi, the Layman of East Slope. Master Liao of
the preceding line refers to the Buddhist monk Daoqian 道潛, better known as Canliao
參寥, who was Su Shi’s close friend. According to a poem written by Canliao, Su Shi
once tested his friend’s resolve during a gathering by having a beautiful young entertainer personally serve the monk and request a poem. In Canliao’s poem he jokingly
likens himself to a mud-stuck willow catkin that, in a very un-Buddhist manner, wishes
to follow the wind and crazily fly up and down in pursuit of springtime passions.38
Shen Zhou appears to be even worse off — literally stuck in the mud, too boring to
emulate Canliao’s momentary madness — but such a reading misses the point. In this
Falling Blossoms poem Shen Zhou deliberately stakes a position of high-minded
detachment. The ephemeral blossoms of his poem, literally filling the sky like snow,
contrast with the Temple of Long Life in Luoyang.39 Nothing can prevent their
demise. But the Great Creator would have it no other way. All things follow the cycle

37. Shen Zhou, Shitian Shixuan, 9, pp. 22a–23b. The translation, with the exception of one minor
change, is by Jonathan Chaves (unpublished).
38. Canliao, “Zizhan xishang ling gewuzhe qiu shi xi yi ci zeng,” Canliaozi shiji (Collected Poetry of
Canliao) (Sikuquanshu ed.), 3, p. 5b.
39. Luoyang was especially famous for the appreciation of flowers and blossoming trees, and the
Temple of Long Life (Changshou Si) was a popular site for their viewing. See Ouyang Xiu,
“Fengsu Ji Disan,” Wenzhong Ji (Collected Works of Ouyang Xiu) (Sikuquanshu ed.), 72, pp.
10b–11a.
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of waxing and waning. Attachment is illusion. What is interesting here is the utter
contrast Shen’s poem creates with his inscription. The former adopts a position of
enlightened acceptance, but the inscription, dealing with the realities of how these
poems came about, reveals just how attached Shen Zhou remains. Blossoms, poems,
and poem-making all blend together into a single metaphor for youth, and Shen Zhou
is loath to let this go. With each cycle of poeticizing, what began as wuwei 無為, without action, became something of action, youwei 有為. A key word in Shen Zhou’s
inscription is qiang 強, “to force,” as he uses it to describe “Momu” responding with
yet more poems. Shen aspires to be the empty boat of detachment described by
Zhuangzi,40 and he ends up foolishly splashing at drifting petals, compelled to compete. He is an old man not ready to let go, and he fully acknowledges it.
   Shen Zhou’s inscription of ca. 1506 on the Nanjing scroll only comes into focus
when considered in the context of the other Falling Blossoms documents. We look at
one more: Wen Zhengming’s long inscription of 1504 that he added to his transcription
of the sixty Falling Blossoms poems (e). The first part of the inscription, narrating
the circumstances that led Shen Zhou to compose the first ten verses and Wen and
others to respond with their own, is translated above. It continues with a description
of Shen Zhou’s poetry-making, and a telling defense of his mentor:
. . . In the beginning [Shen Zhou] was able to complete [the ten poems] in consecutive
days. Then, returning to them and rhyming over and again [in response to our verses],
he finished them in no more than an evening [each time]. The easier it got, the more
skillful his words became.

Each set became increasingly rich — without deficiency —

and unusual, as he plumbed his thoughts.

Concerning such poems [on falling blos-

soms] in the past, the two Song brothers were highly acclaimed. But those two halted
after composing only a single set, and the marvelous, delectable parts of their poems
only amount to a few lines.

When it comes to amassing rhymes to create poems ten-

fold full, one hundred-fold abundant, that begins with Master Shen. And as far as creating numerous verses that are beautiful, unusual, and stalwart, without a hint of impoverishment, again there has been no one like Master Shen. One of today’s many rhymers
remarked, “In early times, when it came to poetry, half a couplet or a few words would
suffice to be transmitted widely [and establish one’s fame]. Like this, isn’t the Master
simply bothering himself? Can it be he is unable to relinquish the desire to surpass others?

Or is he entrusting [the falling blossoms], using them for his own situation?”

Both of these [scenarios] involve intention, and Master Shen is not this way. His inspi40. Guo Qingfan ed., Zhuangzi Jishi (Zhuangzi with Collected Annotations), (Beijing: Zhonghua Book
Company, 1982), 10, p. 1040.
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ration reaches to an encounter with objects, and the poem is done. One does not know
where the process begins; nor can one fathom where it will end. Whether the poems
reach to ten or to one hundred certainly plays no role in the Master’s intentions at the
start. And whether they will be transmitted or not — how could this be a matter of his
concern? It is precisely because [Master Shen] lacks such petty intentions that he does
not feel the words emerge; yet they do so with skill and are transmitted. How can one
possibly find it distasteful that the poems are many?
其始成於信宿，及其再反而再和也皆不更宿而成。成益易而語益工，其為篇益富而不窮，
益奇竊思。昔人以是詩稱者二宋兄弟，然皆一篇而止，而妙麗膾炙亦僅僅數語耳。若夫
積詠而累十盈百實，自先生始，至於妙麗奇偉多而不窮，固亦未有如先生。今日之盛
者，或謂古人於詩半聯數語足以傳世，而先生為是不己煩乎。豈尚不能忘情於勝人乎，
抑有所托而取以自況也。是皆有心為之，而先生不然，興之所至，觸物而成，蓋莫知其
所以始，而亦莫得究其所以終。其積累而成，至於十於百，固非先生之初意也，而傳不
傳又何庸心哉。惟其無所庸心，是以不覺其言之出而工也，而其傳也。又奚厭其多耶。

   Wen Zhengming’s emphasis on the naturalness of Shen Zhou’s practice of composing the Falling Blossoms poems is hardly surprising, as we expect him, “one who
understands” Shen Zhou, to be in step with his mentor’s ideals. But given the closeness of their relationship, and the large discrepancy in age between the two (fortythree years), it may be more appropriate to think of Wen Zhengming less as one who
is simply understanding of Shen Zhou than as one who understands the importance of
his role as an articulator and spokesman. It is his duty both to extol the positive and
to defend against the negative, and in this regard his inscription is carefully crafted
and important for what it reflects. We need not dwell on the obvious echoes of Su Shi
and what might be considered the positive elements of Shen’s poetizing (the source
and reach of his inspiration). Rather, it is what Wen Zhengming insists Shen Zhou is
not that catches our attention. His poetry is not a reflection of an intention to outdo
others; it is not a deliberate borrowing of an object (falling blossoms) to comment in
premeditated fashion on his own situation; and transmitting the poems to establish a
lasting reputation is not a part of Shen Zhou’s thinking. The point that Wen Zhengming makes over and again is that process is natural, unpremeditated, and consequently the multiplication of his poems is something to be celebrated.
   Did someone really raise these questions? Or does Wen Zhengming’s inscription
represent a preemptive move to parry possible criticisms of Shen Zhou’s Falling Blossoms poems? In this regard, it is interesting that Wen Zhengming brings up the Song
brothers relatively early in his explanation and defense of Shen Zhou’s poetry. These
are the two Northern Song scholars Song Xiang 宋庠 (996–1066) and Song Qi 宋祁
(998–1061), who were prominent figures at Song Renzong’s (r. 1022–1063) court. As
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suggested in a number of Song-period miscellany, it was precisely the Song brothers’
verses on falling blossoms that earned them praise and advancement in the early
Northern Song.41 Wen Zhengming is not the only one to mention them. A number
of Ming and Qing literati comment on falling blossoms poetry following the great popularity the theme enjoyed after Shen Zhou, and the Song brothers figure prominently
in most descriptions.42 Significantly, the circumstances of the Song brothers, and
their worldly ambitions realized through poems that were “chiseled and engraved,”
could not provide a tidier contrast with Shen Zhou.43 Is it purely coincidental that
Shen’s “encountering objects” finds such a useful historical foil in these two earlier
poets who happened to write about the same theme? Is it possible that there was
more initial planning than Shen Zhou admits? Or in other words, was Shen Zhou’s
inspiration to write his falling blossoms poems purely a matter of an ill-timed spring
malady?
   One is justified in being suspicious since the overall picture creates numerous
points of contention with what Wen Zhengming avers. Shen Zhou’s inscription of two
years later on the Nanjing scroll seems to confirm that there was an element of competition in Shen Zhou’s repeated return to the poetic battlefield as he responds to the
others’ rhymes. More importantly, if there were no intention to transmit the poems,
why did he continue to write them over the course of three or four years? Wen Zhengming’s inscription of 1504 would be more persuasive if it marked the end of Shen
Zhou’s engagement with falling blossoms, but that is hardly the case. The fact is
much of the rhetoric surrounding Shen Zhou’s Falling Blossoms project does not coordinate well with the physical evidence. The project began earlier than announced and
it remained with Shen Zhou until the end of his life. Looking at the project from
beginning to end, and considering the things that were said and the actions that were
taken, it is difficult not to suspect that both premeditation and intention played roles in
the dissemination of Shen Zhou’s poetry, calligraphy, and painting.

41. See in particular, Zhao Delin, Houqing Lu (Record of Choice Morsels) (Sikuquanshu ed.), 2, p.
2a-b. See also, Zeng Zao, Lei Shuo (Classified Phrases) (Sikuquanshu ed.), 15, pp. 19b–20a.
42. See note n. 6. The theme did not originate with Song Xiang and Song Qi — poems on the subject of falling blossoms are traced much earlier. Dong Sizhang 董斯張 (1586–1628) claims that
falling blossoms poems started with Xiao Zifan 蕭子範 (486–549) of the Liang dynasty. See
Dong Sizhang, Guangbo Wuzhi (Record of Things Far and Wide) (Sikuquanshu ed.), 29, p. 49a.
43. The Qing literary critic Wang Shizhen 王士禎 (1634–1711) noted that the two Song brothers
acquired names for themselves by chiseling and engraving, or in other words, by crafting intricate poems. In contrast, Shen Zhou’s Falling Blossoms poems manage to possess ideas beyond
the words without attending to such labor. Wang Shizhen, Yuyang Shihua (Wang Shizhen’s
Poetry Talks) (Sikuquanshu ed.), xia, p. 12a.
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3. Traces and Intentions
   This is not to say that Shen Zhou and Wen Zhengming were necessarily untruthful. Reading the circumstances of the making of the Falling Blossoms poems in such
black-and-white terms deflects our focus from both the quality of these works of art
and the subtlety that underlies them. The project is no more diminished by recognizing that apparent truths are just that — apparent — than Shen Zhou’s wonderful portrait
as an old man of eighty is diminished by the knowledge that behind this sage-like face
still lurked the “unseemly” passions of one who could not resist competing with the
younger generation. (Fig. 2) We are reminded of Shen Zhou’s own wonderful metaphor of himself — boarding the empty boat of detachment but still driven to splash at
floating blossoms. It is precisely such disconnects between appearance and reality
that make art interesting. This is especially the case with those in high social positions whose status compelled them to mold their public presentations. The fact is we
do not know, nor ever will know, the true complex of circumstances that led Shen
Zhou to initiate and perpetuate Falling Blossoms. Consequently, it is impossible to
gauge the sincerity of this central issue of naturalism that dominates the discourse.
Nonetheless, simply recognizing the degree to which naturalism was of concern puts
us in position to analyze and evaluate the individual components of Shen Zhou’s art.
The following discussion of Shen Zhou’s Falling Blossoms calligraphy begins with a
brief overview of his development as a calligrapher.
   Shen Zhou’s mature calligraphy has long been recognized to owe much to the
idiosyncratic style of the Northern Song writer Huang Tingjian 黃庭堅 (1045–1105).
The strokes are often elongated, sometimes with quirky ripples, and the compositions
angled, lower left to upper right, so that his characters fit more comfortably framed by
parallelograms than squares. It is a style with which we have all grown familiar, as
much a part of Shen Zhou’s artistic persona as the blunt Wu Zhen-esque brushstrokes
that largely define his paintings. Yet, as it was for his painting, Shen Zhou did not
“find” the style until well into his middle years. In fact, the stylistic developments of
these two arts for Shen Zhou follow roughly parallel paths.
   Ruan Rongchun notes that the first indication of Huang Tingjian’s influence is in
Shen Zhou’s Yellow Chrysanthemums and Red Osmanthus in the Style of Wang Yuan of
1468, (Figs. 12, 13) painted at the age of forty-one.44 The painting is large, labored,
and specific in the manner in which it designates an earlier model. A number of other
paintings Shen Zhou did about this time are similarly ambitious compositions, includ44. Ruan Rongchun, Shen Zhou, p. 190.
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Fig. 12
Shen Zhou, Yellow Chrysanthemums and
Red Osmanthus in the Style of Wang Yuan.
1468, Ming Dynasty. Hanging scroll, ink
and color on paper, 309.8×120.6 cm.
Cleveland Museum of Art. Bequest of
Mrs. A. Dean Perry.

Fig. 13
Detail of Fig. 12.
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ing the well-known Lofty Mount Lu in the style of Wang Meng (1308–1385), painted for
his teacher Chen Kuan 陳寬 on his seventieth birthday in 1467. (Fig. 14) These paintings suggest faithfulness to inherited models, mostly Yuan masters from the Jiangnan
region, which were endorsed by the older generation of Shen Zhou’s relatives and
teachers. Shen Zhou’s early calligraphy similarly demonstrates an adherence to
styles with regional and familial ties. His inscription on Lofty Mount Lu, as formally
conser vative as the painting, reflects his upbringing. (Fig. 15) Neat, abundantly
spaced and pliant, it is standard script calligraphy that bespeaks methods and orthodoxy following the Two Wangs tradition. Liu Jue’s 劉玨 (1410–1472) portrayal of the
Qingbai Studio, painted nine years earlier in 1458, possesses inscriptions by Shen
Zhou’s grandfather, Shen Cheng 沈澄, his father, Shen Hengji 沈恆吉 (1409–1477),
and Liu, who was an older mentor.45 (Fig. 16) Shen Cheng’s calligraphy, written at
the age of eighty-three, is a bit looser, but all three write in a similar style to what is
seen in Shen Zhou’s inscription on Lofty Mount Lu. (Fig. 17) It is a style that stems
from Zhao Mengfu 趙孟頫 (1254–1322) and became standardized by the early Ming
calligraphers Song Ke 宋克 (1327–1387) and Shen Du 沈度 (1357–1434).46 Yellow
Chrysanthemums and Red Osmanthus provides the first indication, at least in calligraphy, of Shen Zhou moving away from the confines of his family schooling towards
something more individualistic. Shen Zhou’s inscription and signature on this painting stands out for being a particularly early rendition of the Huang Tingjian style,
which is more commonly noted in Shen’s calligraphy of approximately a decade later.
The inscription thus appears to reflect an early experimental foray into what would
later become a committed relationship with the Northern Song literati tradition.47
   Recognizing Shen Zhou’s shift of style is important, but recognizing his awareness of the problems of style is critical. On a well-known landscape for Liu Jue,
painted within two or three years of Yellow Chrysanthemums and Red Osmanthus and
ostensibly while inebriated, Shen Zhou added an inscription that reveals his struggles
to define who he was. (Figs. 18, 19) This is the famous inscription, “Mi Fu but not Mi
45. Shen Zhou also inscribed the painting, but this was added later, in 1474.
46. Shen Zhou’s Secluded Dwelling (Osaka Municipal Museum) of 1464, with a poem and short
inscription by Shen Zhou, similarly shows the family influence in his calligraphy. See Chin Shū,
Bun Chōmei (Shen Zhou, Wen Zhengming), Bunjinga Suihen series, vol. 4 (Tokyo: Chūōkōronsha, 1986), pl. 4. Written at the age of thirty-seven, this is the earliest example of Shen Zhou’s
calligraphy of which I am aware.
47. The slightly anachronistic appearance of the Huang style in Shen Zhou’s inscription naturally
raises questions regarding the authenticity of Yellow Chrysanthemums, Red Osmanthus. However, the painting, which is a beautiful and ambitious work, does not give the appearance of
being a forgery. For more on the painting see Wai-kam Ho, et al., Eight Dynasties of Chinese
Painting (Cleveland: Cleveland Museum of Art, 1980), cat. 148.
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Fig. 14 Shen Zhou, Lofty Mount Lu. 1467, Ming Dynasty.
Hanging scroll, ink and color on paper, 193.8×98.1 cm.
National Palace Museum, Taiwan, Republic of China.

Fig. 15 Detail of Fig. 14.
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Fig. 16 Liu Jue, The Qingbai Studio.
Ming Dynasty. Hanging scroll,
ink on paper, 97.2×35.4 cm.
National Palace Museum,
Taiwan, Republic of China.

Fig. 17 Shen Cheng, inscription to The
Qingbai Studio. Detail of Fig. 16.
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Fig. 18 Shen Zhou, Landscape for Liu
Jue. Ca. 1470, Ming Dynasty.
Hanging scroll, ink on paper,
59.7×43.1 cm. National Palace
Museum, Taiwan.
Fig. 19 Detail of Fig. 18.

Fu, Huang Gongwang but not Huang Gongwang . . . I am ashamed of being the ugly
consort Momu striving to become the beauty Maoqiang . . .” This was an extremely
personal painting for Shen Zhou, who wished to acknowledge its true reflection of who
he was as a person by asking a mutual friend, He Fu 賀甫 (1414–1489), to add a small
biography.48 Shen Zhou’s calligraphy matches the content of the inscription, written
in an idiosyncratic style that differs noticeably from most of his writing. Written with
a finely tipped brush capable of producing slender strokes and delicate ligatures, the

48. This is according to Shen Zhou’s inscription. See Gugong Shuhua Tulu (Illustrated Catalogue of
Calligraphy and Painting in the National Palace Museum), Taipei: National Palace Museum,
1991), 6, pp. 223–224. He Fu was commonly referred to as He Ganlou 賀感樓. For his tomb
epitaph, see Wu Kuan, “He Ganlou Xiansheng Muzhi Ming,” Jiacang Ji (Collected Works of Wu
Kuan) (Sikuquanshu ed.), 63, pp. 5a–8a. Zhang Chou knew this painting and recorded it in his
Zhenji Rilu (5, p. 28a), where he writes that He Ganlou’s inscription was not with the painting.
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small characters possess exceedingly fine details. Yet, the overall sense of the writing
is wild, at least by Shen Zhou’s standards, with deliberately accentuated character
compositions and brushstrokes.49 Some of these might be attributable to the relatively new influence of Huang Tingjian, but a close look reveals that structurally the
writing shares more with Shen Zhou’s inscription on Lofty Mount Lu than Yellow Chrysanthemums and Red Osmanthus. The calligraphy’s wildness, in other words, is more
modal than stylistic. As Shen Zhou allows his hand to pursue a natural path, the writing reverts to deeply ingrained habits.
   We focus on Landscape for Liu Jue because it is an important early document in
Shen Zhou’s oeuvre that touches upon the issue of naturalness, and as such it helps
provide bearings for evaluating the Falling Blossoms calligraphy. Following the
inscription’s revelation, both painting and calligraphy reflect Shen Zhou’s uneasiness
with relying upon earlier models. Claiming the liberating influence of wine, Shen
Zhou reacts by painting a landscape that attempts to cut loose; his calligraphy follows
suit, leaving for us the graphic traces of a genuine effort to dismantle outside influences. But this proved to be a temporary detour on the road towards establishing a
personal style. There was a strong desire to forge what can be called a presentational
image. For Shen Zhou this was most satisfyingly realized through his Northern Song
predecessors. Su Shi was an important influence — we see that influence in many
aspects of Shen Zhou’s art, especially his poetry — but for calligraphy it was primarily
Huang Tingjian.50 Shen Zhou made Huang’s style his own by adopting some of the
earlier calligrapher’s quirks but adapting them to a largely homogenized habitus of
tight, evenly spaced compositions and flattened strokes. At its most presentational,
Shen Zhou’s calligraphy is neat and attractive but also unchallenging, as, for example,
we find it on his wonderful painting of a single mourning dove perched on a branch.
(Figs. 20, 21) It may be this kind of writing that have led some to characterize Shen
Zhou’s calligraphy as a decorative accompaniment to his painting.51 In this particular
case, the careful placement and design of the inscription, together with the dry brush
echoes between branches and brushstrokes, provide weight to such a characterization. There are other cases, however, in which Shen Zhou’s calligraphy appears to be
more ambitious, more cognizant of the need to enliven the writing with elements that
demonstrate care and thought. This is especially noticeable in inscriptions Shen Zhou

49. This is in keeping with the content of Shen Zhou’s short poem that opens the inscription with a
description of his painting as an attempt to be kuang 狂, “wild.”
50. Ruan Rongchun points out that that there were a number of Huang Tingjian pieces in the Shen
family collection. Ruan Rongchun, Shen Zhou, p. 193.
51. Ibid, p. 189.
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Fig. 20 Shen Zhou, Dove Calling the Rain.
Ming Dynasty. Hanging scroll, ink
and color on paper, 51.1×30.4 cm.
National Palace Museum, Taiwan.

Fig. 21 Detail of Fig. 20.

added to famous earlier works of art, such as Huang Gongwang’s Dwelling in the Fuchun Mountains. (Fig. 22) Inscribed in 1488, this is Shen Zhou’s mature Huang
Tingjian style, written quickly but carefully, conveying a sense of both casualness and
artfulness.52 These two qualities are difficult to reconcile, and this points to the heart
52. Shen Zhou’s inscription on Huang Gongwang’s painting has been the subject of a fair amount of
attention. Fei Yong and Ouyang Changqiao both consider it problematic, the former, in part, for
reasons related to holes in the documentary record, the latter for reasons of style. “Neither is
convincing. I share Joan Stanley-Baker’s opinion that part of the reason for the different appearance of Shen Zhou’s writing here is the sized surface of the paper, which made the brush move
more slickly than one commonly sees in Shen Zhou’s calligraphy. Stanley-Baker also notes the
unusual circumstances of the inscription — the fact that Shen Zhou was inscribing a muchbeloved painting that he had owned and lost — and presumes strong emotions as factors in determining the appearance of the calligraphy. Whether due to emotional turmoil or simply rever-
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Fig. 22
Shen Zhou,
inscription to Huang
Gongwang, Dwelling
in the Fuchun
Mountains. 1488,
Ming Dynasty. Detail
of a handscroll, ink on
paper. National Palace
Museum, Taiwan,
Republic of China.

of the problem with Shen Zhou’s calligraphy. How does one pursue casualness? If
pursuit is an intention, can one pursue the unintentional? Intend the unintentional?
And what happens to quality?
   Shen Zhou’s famous Night Vigil of 1492, with its lengthy inscription asserting the
ence for Huang Gongwang’s painting (or both), it is clear that Shen Zhou made a concerted
effort to write artfully. The proof is in the writing’s careful character and stroke compositions.
See Fei Yong, “Lun ‘Fuchun Shanju Tu’ Shen Zhou Tiba zhi Zhenwei (Discussion of the authenticity of Shen Zhou’s colophon to Dwelling in the Fuchun Mountains),” Gugong Wenwu Yuekan
(The National Palace Museum Monthly of Chinese Art), 18.3 (2000), pp. 63–67; Ouyang Changqiao, “Guanyu ‘Fuchun Shanju Tu’ Shen Zhou Ba di zai Renshi (A reconsideration of Shen Zhou’s
colophon to Dwelling in the Fuchun Mountains),” Gugong Wenwu Yuekan (The National Palace
Museum Monthly of Chinese Art), 217 (2001), pp. 119–127; Joan Stanley-Baker, “Identifying Shen
Zhou,” especially pp. 58–59.
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attainment of an enlightened state, is helpful in pondering such questions, as it provides a natural segue to Landscape for Liu Jue of two decades earlier.53 (Figs. 23, 24)
If Landscape for Liu Jue represents an early stage in Shen Zhou’s confrontation with
the problem of defining who he was as a person and an artist, Night Vigil represents a
later stage in this search — an elevated plateau, upon which the artist presents himself
as one who has learned to accept his place in a world that one night suddenly comes
into sharper focus as Shen Zhou sits in meditation. Interestingly, the two scrolls represent polar opposites: the earlier Landscape for Liu Jue is directed inward and expressive of qing 情 emotions while Night Vigil is about emptiness, detachment, and a consequent awareness of the external jing 景 scenery. Yet both scrolls claim to present
Shen Zhou in his “natural” state. Shen Zhou’s calligraphy provides the graphic counterpart. Both reveal a trusting of the hand, as the artist deliberately steps outside the
bounds of customary practice, but in Night Vigil we note that the Huang Tingjian style
has by now become thoroughly internalized. More importantly, the delicacy and flair
still apparent in Shen Zhou’s inscription on Landscape for Liu Jue has now been displaced by an almost shocking coarseness. I think that Night Vigil demonstrates that
one can intend the unintentional, and in so doing, quality becomes inconsequential, if
not problematic.54
   More than ten years separate Night Vigil from the Falling Blossoms project, ten
plus years for Shen Zhou’s writing habits to become more ingrained, as he practices
over and again a mature style that had largely been established by the late 1480s, if not
earlier. Because the Falling Blossoms calligraphies are mostly lengthy transcriptions,
it is not surprising to see these ingrained writing habits on display. The more a calligrapher relies upon such habits, the less likely it will be that “ideas” yi 意 are apparent
in any obvious manner. Yet, when we consider the evolution of the Falling Blossoms
project and the very interesting comments of both Shen Zhou and Wen Zhengming,
the presence or absence of ideas should be the very crux of the issue. Can anything
be gleaned from Shen Zhou’s calligraphy? We must tread carefully here, as any
attempt to interpret the Falling Blossoms calligraphy with the goal of measuring such
53. The inscription is familiar enough to avoid repeating its contents here. See James Cahill, Parting at the Shore, pp. 90–91; Richard Edwards, The World around the Chinese Artist: Aspects of
Realism in Chinese Painting, pp. 68–71; Wang Zhenghua, “Shen Zhou ‘Yezuo Tu’ Yanjiu
(Research into Shen Zhou’s Night Vigil),” M.A. thesis (Taipei: National Taiwan University, 1989).
54. Of course, this largely depends on who is asking the question and how one defines quality. The
tradition of extolling the rough and unpolished over the precise and beautiful has a long and
deep history in Chinese aesthetics. For calligraphy, see my Mi Fu: Style and the Art of Calligraphy in Northern Song China (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1997) and Qianshen Bai, Fu
Shan’s World: The Transformation of Chinese Calligraphy in the Seventeenth Century (Cambridge:
Harvard University Asia Center, 2003).
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Fig. 23 Shen Zhou, Night Vigil. 1492, Ming
Dynasty. Hanging scroll, ink andcolor on
paper, 84.8×21.8 cm. National Palace
Museum, Taiwan, Republic of China.

Fig. 24 Detail of Fig. 23.
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intangible qualities of human expression risks being highly subjective. For this reason, I am limiting my remarks to a few guarded observations regarding the two scrolls
that are most similar to one another in format and that I also regard to be the most reliable: the Nanjing scroll of ca. 1506 (g) and the National Palace Museum scroll with
Wen Zhengming’s inscription dated 1508 (i).55
   Both are substantial transcriptions of Falling Blossoms poems, though the Nanjing scroll is especially ambitious, consisting of Shen Zhou’s long prefatory inscription
and thirty poems. In contrast, the National Palace Museum scroll transcribes ten
poems only. This difference is important to note, as the length of the calligraphies
may have dictated the size of the characters and perhaps even the style that Shen
Zhou applied. For each line there are on average fifteen characters in the Nanjing
scroll and ten in the National Palace Museum scroll, whose characters are moderately
larger.56
   Despite the slight differences in character size, a close comparative look reveals
that the calligraphy of the two scrolls is quite close, at least at the beginning. Both
scrolls start with the poem whose first line reads, “Wealthy, presenting clustered
blooms, the trees are filled with spring” 富呈穠華滿樹春. (Fig. 25) This first poem
establishes Shen Zhou’s transcriptional style — neat semi-cursive calligraphy with
lively, modulated brushstrokes and tightly composed characters, slightly tilted, that
tend to highlight the diagonal parallel forms adapted from Huang Tingjian. The Nanjing scroll writing is lighter and appears more delicate, but this is the result of Shen
Zhou using a finer brush to compose slightly smaller characters. When individual
characters are compared there is remarkable congruity between the two poems.
Even the little stutters that Shen Zhou adds to certain strokes tend to appear in the
same places. The strong similarities in the writing of this first poem demonstrate a
practiced hand that was moving according to deeply ingrained habits.
   The Nanjing scroll largely maintains this style with consistency. Shen Zhou
seems to have treated this lengthy transcription almost like a calligraphic exercise,
55. I accept the Nanjing Falling Blossoms scroll as a genuine work by Shen Zhou, though it should
be noted that not all do. In a short note, Fu Xinian of the Authentication Group for Ancient
Works of Chinese Painting and Calligraphy suggests that it is a “false” work of Ming date. See
Zhongguo Gudai Shuhua Tumu (Ancient Callgraphy and Painting of Chiina), 7 (Beijing: Wenwu
Chubanshe, 1988), p. 261, n. 5. Fu Xinian, who also does not accept the small fan in the Shanghai Museum (Fig. 3), calling it an “old copy” (ibid, vol. 2, p. 355, n. 12), is the only one of the
authentication group to express doubts here. My acceptance of the scroll is based on the close
stylistic congruity of the calligraphy with the poems of the National Palace Museum scroll, as I
describe in the text.
56. The Nanjing scroll is slightly taller–35.9 cm. compared to 30.7 cm. for the National Palace
Museum scroll. I calculate that the Nanjing scroll characters are roughly 35–50% smaller.
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Fig. 25 Comparison of the poem beginning, “Wealthy, presenting clustered blooms, the
trees are filled with spring,” from (right) Shen Zhou, Falling Blossoms (Nanjing
Museum) and (left) Shen Zhou, Falling Blossoms (National Palace Museum).

pacing himself in advanced recognition of how much writing was involved. Not showing any obvious intrusions of thought, the calligraphy gives the appearance of being
natural and pingdan 平淡, “even and light.” The National Palace Museum scroll is
rather different, as we see by comparing a second poem transcribed on both scrolls.
(Fig. 26) This is the fifth poem on the National Palace Museum scroll and the sixth
on the Nanjing scroll, beginning with the line, “Setting sun, nothing to be done, west of
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Fig. 26 Comparison of the poem beginning, “Setting sun, nothing to be done, west of
Little Bridge,” from (right) Shen Zhou, Falling Blossoms (Nanjing
Museum) and (left) Shen Zhou, Falling Blossoms (National Palace Museum).

Little Bridge” 夕陽無那小橋西. Whereas the Nanjing scroll remains relatively quiet
and conservative, the National Palace Museum calligraphy begins to stretch and unwind. The brush moves more quickly than before, thickens in places, leaving untidy
pools of ink, but then balances the rough with more delicate configurations so that the
writing overall pulses with energy. One senses that Shen Zhou was thoroughly engaged and thoroughly enjoying himself as he wrote. That feeling of exuberance is
maintained right through to the end of the scroll, here represented by the next to last
verse, which begins, “Yesterday a resplendent flowering dazzled our eyes with fresh-
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ness” 昨日繁華煥眼新. (Fig. 27) Compared with the same poem on the Nanjing scroll
we confirm that Shen Zhou’s calligraphy evolves into a much bolder display of calligraphic freedom in the National Palace Museum scroll. There is a sinewy strength to
Shen Zhou’s writing here that is simply remarkable given that the artist was at least in
his late-seventies and possibly as old as eighty-one when he wrote it.57 With its relative disregard for detail, its occasional roughness, and its overall emphasis on spontaneity, the calligraphy is somewhat reminiscent of Shen Zhou’s long inscription on

Fig. 27 Comparison of the poem beginning, “Yesterday a resplendent flowering dazzled
our eyes with freshness,” from (right) Shen Zhou, Falling Blossoms (Nanjing
Museum) and (left) Shen Zhou, Falling Blossoms (National Palace Museum).

57. There is no way of knowing when Shen Zhou wrote these poems, only that they predated Wen
Zhengming’s inscription of the sixth lunar month, 1508.
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Night Vigil. (Fig. 24) If one can characterize the difference, Night Vigil appears to be
purposely coarse — Shen Zhou determined to write in a rough, unpolished manner
from the very start — while these Falling Blossoms poems appear to be the product of
a more natural process.
   What conclusions can we draw from these two Falling Blossoms scrolls? First,
the differences between the two scrolls indicate that Shen Zhou modified his writing to
fit the circumstances. As obvious as this point is, it indicates a certain amount of
thought, planning, and intention and consequently touches upon the same issues that
vex other aspects of the Falling Blossoms project. Moreover, given our observations
about the National Palace Museum scroll, it is fair to say that the choice to transcribe
only ten poems prompted Shen Zhou to maximize the visual effect of his writing.
Whether or not he began with this intention, at some point these poems transcended
the function of being transcriptions and developed into a more deliberate display of calligraphic art. Shen Zhou’s ability to do this without any indication of forcing his calligraphy to be anything other than what it is naturally is testament not only to Shen
Zhou’s maturity as a calligrapher, but also to the depth of his immersion in the aesthetics of naturalness.
   Most noteworthy, as well as most impressive, is the quality and energy of Shen

Fig. 28 Detail of Fig. 9.
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Zhou’s calligraphy on the National Palace Museum scroll. (Figs. 9, 28) It would be
useful to have these poems firmly dated. Were they written close in date to Wen
Zhengming’s transcription of 1508? Or do they date from an earlier stage in the Falling Blossoms project, closer to 1503 or 1504? I suspect the latter, though who knows?
One thing is certain: these poems provide the perfect graphic reflection of Shen
Zhou’s primary concern — his inability to simply grow old and leave the literary and
artistic battlefield to the younger generation. This is not the writing of someone willing to follow the falling blossoms and fade away with the change of seasons. Shen
Zhou may have been mortified by his “unseemly” behavior, but the rest of us can celebrate the fact that as he passed into his ninth decade, Shen Zhou remained a vital artistic figure producing some of his finest work.
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傳佈
〈落花〉
：沈周晚年書風之複製與形塑
石

慢

美國加州大學聖巴巴拉校區建築與藝術史學系

摘   要

   書畫名家沈周 (1427–1509) 於其晚年時，開始創作一系列以〈落花〉為主題的
詩、書、畫。 其創作不但次數頻繁，而且佳作纍纍。1503 年，沈老因病錯失花季，
不勝悵惘之中，首度創作了十首落花詩。這些落花詩作原本只是抒發一己對時光流
逝與人生無常的慨嘆，沒料到，當這些詩作與其友朋、門生以及江南名士們分享
時，原本屬於個人哲思的創作卻起了基本上的變化。備受景仰的耆碩沈老的落花詩
作，不但成為人人稱頌的對象，還在文風濃郁的蘇州城裡傳唱開來。這其中甚至包
括沈周自己一而再、再而三的多次和韻之作。在他去世之前的 1504 年到 1508 年之
間，沈周一共創作了五十多首落花詩，以及不計其數的落花詩跋與畫作。意會到個
人生命將殘，因而有意識地藉寓落花，以詠時傷春。落花詩，因之成為沈周生命與
創作最後的絕響。
   這種以落花起興、賦形的種種創作，引發了許多值得思索的議題。例如，從基
本上的書畫實際真偽鑒定，到饒人興味的一些論點，包括沈周如何以風格來作為個
人的化身並以之倡導其晚年的藝術特質，以及十六世紀初蘇州的藝術認同與流傳。
本文將以沈周的書跡為主軸，引介與落花唱詠有關的主要材料，包括沈周自己與朋
友對於藝術創作過程的評論，以此來作綜合性的分析與論述。本文超乎一般書畫鑑
別上對於品質、風格與習性的慣常考量，而與藝術創作者的意圖和社會實踐之間，
取得一種平衡；並申論書法作為一種視覺資產，在廣義上，乃是文化塑造話語的一
部份。
關鍵詞：沈周，文徵明，書法
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